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Hats off to Bob Becker, Mike Melton and the huge number of enthusiastic volunteers and the Susan Anger-

lead course marshals. Trust me on this when I say that Bob, Mike, the marshals and the volunteers put in at

least 100X the hours one might think would be required to host a successful endurance run and relay. The

aid stations were well stocked with water, sports drink, electrolyte tablets, PB&J, bananas, avocados, chips,

sweets and helpfully staffed even at 3:00 AM; the grilled cheese at Mile 75 check in was unbelievable tasty! 

The Keys 100 raises money to fund educational outreach and free prostate cancer screenings in South

Florida and the Keys; the funding also supports prostate cancer research to improve long term survival

prospects and eventually find a cure to this pervasive disease. 

The full 100 mile individual race starts at Mile Marker 100 in Key Largo and finishes in Key West at Higgs

Beach. A 50 mile individual race is also available that starts in Marathon and finishes at Higgs Beach. The

popular and numerous relay teams populate the course the entire day with most finishing by early evening.

The weather this year was comparatively cool. I was not sweating at the start as per the norm and during the

race just a few hot sections were encountered such as the iconic, "Canyon of Death," at Mile 43 and main

street Marathon leading up to 7 Mile bridge. The key to a successful Keys 100 finish is maintaining heat

control and keeping the core temperature as low as practical. During the sun intensive periods I wore a long

sleeved white shirt, topped with a short sleeved white shirt and desert hat for ear covering with an ice

bandana; typically a new bandana with fresh ice was required every 2 miles or so. I also added a small

handful of ice to my cap interior. 

I was very fortunate to have a dedicated and professional experienced crew (Lynsey Bray, Kayte Branch and

Luis Gomez with backup Kati Nagy) under the leadership of Crew Chief Lynsey Bray. This crew could read

my mind, so much so that at around Mile 90 I was wishing for an egg sandwich ... Voila, Out trots Lynsey w/

an egg, cheese and sausage on croissant sandwich! Our support stops were usually a minute or less saving

a lot of time. I ate the usual food for an ultra: Peanut Butter & Nutella, Potatoes, Blueberries, Avocados and

Banana supplemented by aid station treats. Hydration was maintained via water, Salt Sticks, and Nuun. The

nighttime stretch required 4 or 5 Red Bulls plus a few caffeine tabs here and there to maintain alertness. My

basic target for eating is 300 calories per hour. Fluid and electrolyte intake are cross checked by urine color

but typically Keys requires a Liter or two of water plus electrolyte supplement per each 2 mile support stop. 

I decided to head out at a 24 hour pace and hold that for as long as possible then walk off the fatigue, a bit of

training for the Badwater 135 in July. I held the pace comfortably through 50 Miles, seesawing with Kathleen.

After 50 Miles I slowed while she continued on at the same pace for a 3 hour PR at 25:08:42. 

My 25 Mile Splits came in at:

25 Mile at 5:08:29 

50 Mile at 11:46:01 

75 Mile at 20:14:28 

100 Mile at 28:39:03

The Approximate Pace per split was:

http://www.keys100.com/


Mile 1-25 and 25 - 50 at 14 min / mile  

Mile 50-75 and 75-100 at 20 min / mile

Overall my entire 100 Mile endurance run came out at a 17:11 average pace in 28:39:03 which for me is a

Keys PR, however 2+ hours over my 100 Mile PR set in cooler temperatures. 

This Keys enjoyed some fast times at the elite levels! The overall results are available at

http://www.keys100.com/index.php/results/2014-results/2014-100-mile-individual; the top four (3 Female, 1

Male) finishers were:

Place Name Bib No Age Gen
25 Miles

Time

50 Miles

Time

75 Miles

Time

Finish

Time

1 Alyson Venti 1 31 F 3:24:05 6:45:58 10:39:33 14:42:45

2 Grant Maughan 6 49 M 3:25:53 7:12:06 10:55:24 14:53:04

3 Traci Falbo 2 42 F 3:42:48 7:19:19 11:28:28 15:35:02

4 Katalin Nagy 3 35 F 3:27:22 6:56:45 11:04:36 15:53:13

In all 138 runners started the Keys 100 and 107 finished under the 32 Hour cut-off. All in all a satisfying

endurance run finish that gave me an excellent training effort for Badwater 135.
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